Venice and N e\v York

Joan Ockman

It was Manfredo Tafuri' s essay"L' Architecture dans le
Boudoir: The language of criticism and the criticism of
language," published one year later in the third issue of
Oppositions, that persuasively theorized a convergence
between these streams and marked the beginning of a re
lationship between the Institute for Architecture and Ur
ban Studies (IAUS) in Manhattan, directed by Eisenman,
and the Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia
(IUAV), its history department chaired by Tafuri.3 In
that essay, originally delivered as a lecture at Princeton
University,� Tafuri took the work of James Stirling, Aldo
Rossi, and the New York Five as paradigms of a retreat by
contemporary architects from the "domain of the real"
into the "universe of signs", ultimate symptoms of a
"widespread attitude intent on repossessing the unique
character of the object by removing it from its economic
and functional context and... placing it in parentheses
\\·ithin the flux of objects generated by the production
system." Tafuri characterized such activity as "architec
ture dans le boudoir. "5
Taking his title from the Marquis de Sade's Philosopie
dans le boudoir, Tafuri affirmed the" sadistic" insight that
in the erotic utopia of the boudoir, everything must speak
exclusively, cruelly, of sexuality; likewise, in the domain
of architecture, only the imposition of maximum terror,
the"supreme constraint of a geometric structure," could
produce an effect of transgressing limits, of absolute
power.6 Thus the "knigths of purity" constructed their
myths of autonomy: "Today, he who is willing to make ar
chitecture speak is forced to rely on materials empty of
any and all meaning: he is forced to reduce to degree zero
all architectural ideology, all dreams of social function
and any utopian residues ... [T]hose architects who from
the late fifties until today have tried to reconstruct a uni
versal discourse for their discipline have felt the need to
make a new 'morality of content' [morale del contegno].
Their purism or their rigorism is that of someone driven
to a desperate action that cannot be justified except from
within itself. The words of their vocabulary, gathered
from the desolate lunar landscape remaining after the
sudden conflagration of their grand illusions, lie peril
ously on that sloping plane which separates the world of
reality from the magic circle of language. "7
If this last image calls to mind the black and white pho
tographs of Eisenman's House II perched atop a snowy
hillside published in Five Architects in 1972, such an atti
tude, in Tafuri's view, only betrayed the inability of archi
tects to draw the necessary conclusion from the fate of the
modernist avant-garde: "The return to language is a

In truth, New York is - at least from the 1890s onward
- an allegory of the Venice of modern times. It may prove
useful to recall the words of Nietzsche: "One hundred pro
found solitudes form the whole of the city of Venice - this
is its spell. An image for the man of the future." It is not the
history, not the images pregnant with meanings, not the
peace qf a refound "community" - nor the slow decay of
values - that constitute for Nietzsche the fascination of
Venice. This resides instead in the prophecy that the city of
lagoons launches to the future: the city as a system of sol
itudes, as a place wherein the loss of identity is made an in
stitution, wherein the maximum formalism of its structur
es gives rise to a code of behavior dominated by "vanity"
and "comedy." From such a viewpoint, New York is al
ready a "new Vellice." The fragments of the future con
tained in the Serenissima of Nietzsche have already explod
ed into the metropolis of total indifference and therefore of
the anguz�d;ed consumption of multiplied signs.
- Manfredo Tafuri, "The Ashes of Jefferson," 1976/801

I can hear you saying:
He talks of America,
He understands nothing about it.
He has never been there.
But believe you me:
You understand me pe1fectly well when I talk of America.
And the best thing about America is
That iue understand it.
- Bertolt Brecht, A Reader for City Dwellers, 19292
In the mid-1970s the vanguards of American and Italian

architecture, more specifically New York and Venice,
experienced a consequential attraction for each other.
Two seminal publications had appeared in 1966- Rob
ert Venturi's Complexity and Contradiction in Architec
ture and Aldo Rossi'sL'architettura della cittd. At the time
these were unrelated events; that postmodernism had its
major heralds in America and Italy was largely a function
of different historical conditions. More anticipatory of
the transatlantic relationship to occur were Peter Eisen
man 's pilgrimages to Terragni's buildings in Como in the
early 1960s, accompanied by Colin Rowe in the role of
Virgil. The most ambiguous of the Italian rationalists
thus entered into the genealogy of the New York Five,
formed around Eisenman in 1969. Still, in 1973, when
Rossi, in charge of the international architecture section
at the XV Milan Triennale, included the mannered late
modernism of the Five in an exhibition entitled Architet
tura razionale, the case for a worldwide tendenza seemed
superficial, if not contradictory.
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process, as well as his ex post facto diagrams of the design
process of his own houses. It also sanctioned his oedipal
relationship to his modernist father figures, including
Rowe. For Eisenman Tafuri likewise represented a for
midable European intellectual whose critical attention to
his work validated its seriousness in America as well as
Europe, and, more perversely, a "strong" theorist and
historian who could serve as a worthy antagonist for Ei
senman's radically autonomous architecture - another
father to swerve from.
The other two editors on the original board of Opposi
tions were the Englishman Kenneth Frampton and the
Argentine Mario Gandelsonas; a third editor, Anthony
Vidler, joined the board with issue 7. Each shared a some
what different set of intellectual affinities with Tafuri, but
they too were receptive to his writings in Oppositions, if
for less complexly autobiographical reasons than Eisen
man.15 What is apparent is that Tafuri's writings func
tioned differently for each editor while at the same time
helping them to unify their program.
On the other hand, for the wider public, Tafuri's writ
ings, and the general resistance of American culture to
"Marxist" interpretations, presented significant difficul
ties. This is registered in a typical response to "L'Archi
tecture dans le Boudoir": "Perhaps if the article had been
translated into English, its meanings would have been
clearer, at least to me. \'V'hatever language that was didn't
make comprehension easy. ... Italians seem bent on com
plication, as if their obvious love for luxury objects can be
reconciled with dialectical materialism only by the great
est effort. Recent housing in China would seem more
compatible with Marxism. "16 This comment is worth qu
oting not so much to lend credence to a view of American
culture as philistine as to dramatize the inherent foreign
ness of Tafuri's discourse for the American reader. Nor,
indeed, was the least problem poor translation and ed
iting: grasping Tafuri's meaning in English was frequent
ly like scaling the Tower of Babel.17
Notwithstanding, Tafuri's writing, Aldo Rossi's work,
and references to the Venice School and the Tendenza fil
led the pages of Oppositions with increasing frequency.
Oppositions 5 (summer 1976) is a veritable Italian issue,
with more than half its pages devoted to presentations of
Rossi's work and to an essay by Tafuri on the New York
Five,"American Graffiti: Five x Five= Twenty-five. "18In
this essay - the subtitle a reference to an exhibition
staged in Moscow in 1921 by five artists and architects
which served to define the Constructivist aesthetic - Ta
furi returned to the "boudoir" phenomenon. However,
he now characterized the self-referential and elementa
rist language of the Five as a specifically American mani
festation: "It is nevertheless certain that the attitude of
the Five includes nostalgia as an instrumentality; be it a
desperate attempt to recapture those avant-gardes which
America experienced only in its superficial aspects, or be
it an exploration of those methods which are the antithe
sis of the American pragmatic tradition. "19
Tafuri thus explained the historical contradictions of
the American avant-garde. In his view, the Five's formal
experiments - from those of Hejduk, seen as most ab-

proof of failure."8 Tafuri concluded his essay by reprising
Walter Benjamin's argument in "The Author as Pro
ducer," admonishing the architect as well as the architec
tural critic to redefine architecture's field of action within
the cycle of capitalist production, to function "not as a
specialist in language, but rather as a producer. "9
Tafuri's essay contained in nuce much of the critical
position that would successively unfold in the English
translations of his three most influential books, which
would appear out of sequence and staggered with respect
to their Italian publication over the next twelve years Architecture and Utopia (1976), Theories and History of
Architecture (1979), and The Sphere and the Labyrinth
(1987).10 Yet for those outside the inner circle of the
IAUS, this essay, and the ones that followed in sub
sequent issues of Oppositions, occasioned a certain cul
ture shock. Theoretical discourse in American architec
ture had always been meager, lagging well behind other
aesthetic and intellectual disciplines. This partly explains
the success of the few exceptions, like the books of] ane
Jacobs and Venturi published in the 1960s, which were
polemical rather than scholarly, or those of Christopher
Alexander and Kevin Lynch, which pursued objectively
verifiable methodologies. In most schools a professional
orientation was ingrained, and the relationship between
theory and practice unfocused. In this milieu, the IAUS,
founded in 1967 and dedicated to design education, re
search, exhibitions, and publishing, was, despite its
mainstream sponsorship, an exception; and for Amer
ican architects with a more theoretical or European bent,
as well as for the community of foreign architects passing
through New York, it filled an important vacuum.
Not surprisingly, on the three-man editorial board of
Oppositions, which the IAUS began publishing in 1973,
Eisenman was the only member born in the United
States. Eisenman was, as mentioned, an Italophile whose
"discovery" of Gruppo Sette had major impact on his
work; he was also a collector of avant-garde incunabula.
Although at the time of the IAUS's founding he was in
volved in several pragmatic projects,11 his interest already
lay in a more abstract and conceptual type of design,
which he would pursue over the next decade in a series of
numbered houses (some for clients) entitled"Cardboard
Architecture. "12 This work reflected his obsession with
the formal experiments of the European avant-gardes as
well as with the transformational grammar developed by
the American linguist Noam Chomsky. By nature icono
clast and impresario, Eisenman saw history as a succes
sion of radical innovations, and he aimed to insert his own
work into this avant-garde tradition. By the mid-1970s he
was advancing a theory of historical"misreading" - not
yet in Derridean terms, since Derrida had not entered
American architectural consciousness at this date, but in
those of the American literary critic Harold Bloom.13
Bloom's concept of "swerving," a view of literary history
as a process of creative misinterpretation - "strong po
ets make [poetic] history by misreading one another, so
as to clear imaginative space for themselves"14 - served
to license Eisenman's inventive analyses of Terragni's
buildings, which fictively reconstructed their design
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stract, to those of Meier, as most realistic - were not
merely "revivals" or "survivals" of modernist ideology;
they were rather "dissectio ns" of that earlier utopia, ac
knowledging, even if unconsciously, its limits. It was this
that made their work both painfu l" and "cruel," inau
thentic and sincere; and ult imately subject for the analy
st's attention: "It is exactly for this experience of the limit,
that is to say, for their excesses, that they interest us; ex
"20
cess is always a bearer of consciousness.
Herein also lies an explanation ofTafuri's own fascina
tion with this American work, indeed his preference for it
over more "operative" practices.21 It is instructive to
compare Tafuri's interpretation of the Five to that made
bv Colin Rowe in his introduction to their book. Al
though Rowe arrived at an equivalent judgment of the
modern movement's failure from a non-Marxist perspec
tive, he saw the Ne\:v York architects not as nostalgic so
much as engaged in exorcising deep-seated guilt feelings:
"guilt about the products of the mind - felt to be com
paratively insignificant, guilt about high culture - felt to
be unreal, guilt about art - the most extreme anxiety to
disavow the role of private judgment in any analytical or
synthetic enterprise. "22
In other words, for the Englishman Rowe, who by this
time was an insider to the American scene, the new archi
tectural formalism in America w as motivated bv a desire
to institute a "high" art and culture within Am�rican ar
chitecture. At the same time, such a desire had to be re
cast in a way that was "safe for capitalism." In this sense,
the phenomenon of the Five was indeed a repetition or
"simulacrum," but not because of the group's appropri
ation of a modernist language. Rather, it was a recurrence
of the way American architecture had received the mod
ern movement in 1932 at the International Style show, or
of Philip Johnson's apostasy vis-a-vis Miesian orthodoxy
in the 1950s, or, in the art world, of Clement G reenberg s
canonization of Abstract Expressionism.23 In each case,
American formalism triumphed by bleaching modernist
aesthetics of their ideological and utopian content.
In retrospect, Rowe's and Tafuri's readings are not en
tirely incongruent. But their differences illustrate to what
extent Tafuri's perspective on America was that of an
outsider. For Rowe, the American debate inevitably turn
ed on questions of high and low culture, intellectualism
and populism. For Tafuri, not unlike Adorno, popular
culture - inclu ding the work of Venturi and his admirers
was for the most part not to be dignified by serious dis
cussion, and the concept of avant-gardism meaningless
outside of its political context. It is hardly surprising,
then, that Tafuri's "autopsy" was again received with
perplexity in certain American quarters.
Oppositions 11 (winter 1977) presented two more es
says byTafuri, "The Di alectics of the Avant-Garde: Pira
nesi and Eise nstein" and "Giuseppe Terragni: Subject
and Mask, the latter writing revealing Eisenrnan's po
tent effect on Tafuri's imagination at this date.25 Finally,
Oppositions 17 (summer 1979) contained Tafuri's dis
quisition on his own critical method, "The Historical
'Project,'" which he would republish as the introduction
to The Sphe re and the Labyrinth. Beyond these five essays,

Oppositions would publish a review by Yve-Alain Bois of
the French edition of Theories and Historv,26 and an arti
cle by Massimo Cacciari entitled "Eupali1�os or Architec
ture," billed as a review ofTafuri and Francesco Dal Co's
J\Jiodern Architecture, but more a Heideggeria n med
itation on the unpoetical nature of modern dwelling. 2; It
also published contributions by other members of the
Venice School who had come into the American orbit, in
cluding Giorgio Ciucci, Georges Teyssot, and especially
Dal Co, beginning with the latter's essay on Richard
Meier in Oppositions 9. In addition, Tafuri wrote in
troductory essays for Eisenman's book Houses of Cards28
and for the first of the IAUS exhibition catalogues, lvlassi
mo Scolari.· Architecture between J\Iemory and Hope
(1980), and he contracted for The Sphere and the Laby
rinth to be translated into English in the Oppositions
Books series.29 Nor does this enumeration take into ac
count Tafuri's impact on others writing in the journal and
associated with the IAUS over the years.30
More generally, the second half of the 1970s saw in
creasingly close ties forged between American and Eu
ropean architecture, with the newly established New
York/Venice axis central to many exchanges. The 1976
Biennale, organized by Vittorio Gregotti, was titled Eu
ropa!America: Architetture urbane, alternative subur
hane, an d paired a roster of fourteen European architects
with eleven Americans. During the co urse of a panel dis
cussion entitled "Quale movimento moderno," Aldo van
Eyck, among the Europeans exhibiting, launched a bitter
attack on Tafuri, who hap pen ed to be in the audience;
Tafuri's reply and the ensuing debate made it clear that
the major divide was no longer across the Atlantic, but
rather between the generation of Team X, heirs of CIAM,
and a new generation in Italy and America, inasmuch as
the latter shared a "posthumanist" conception of archi
tecture.31
In fact, this was the moment of postmodernism's
breakthrough. Tafuri himself never accepted the term
postmodern, insisting on hypermode rn - which might
seem petulent in retrospect given that his thinking be
longs to the critique of positivistic humanism that charac
terizes this intellectual shift.32 At its inception, however,
p ostmodernisrn especially as defined by promoters like
Paolo Po rtogbesi Charles Jencks, and Robert Stern con
noted not only a superficial approach to history, but the
advent of a schismatic stage of capitalist development.
ForTafuri the first was anathema, the second historically
untenable. Nonetheless, for American discourse, the fact
was that "history had returned to the architectural con
sciousness, and \:vith the vengeance of the repressed. De
spite the differences separating Tafuri's idea of history
from that of Stern, say, or Venturi, they were two poles of
one debate. Tafuri's writing thus increasingly entered in
dialectic with the nostalgic view of history now becom ing
prevalent.
In this context, a generative event was the Beaux-Arts
exhibition staged by the Museum of Modern Art in 1975.
Initially received by many around the IAUS and else
where as a betrayal by the museum's architecture direc
tor, Arthur Drexler, of everything MoMA had stood for
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protest against the urban dynamic,39 and a critical act in
Karl Kraus's sense: "He who has something to say, step
forward and be silent. "40
Tafuri would draw on the same research, and the same
thematics, in another essay on the American city of the
1920s, "The New Babylon: The 'Yellow Giants' and the
Myth of Americanism." In that essay, strategically placed
between chapters on the Soviet city and the city in Wei
mar Germany in TheSphereand the Labyrinth,41 he posed
the question: "In considering American culture, must we
not adopt a different viewpoint from which to evaluate
the utopia of the avant-garde?"42
Tafuri never resolved this question. At times he in
terpreted American architecture and urbanism as other
with respect to European culture, at times, as in the alle
gory of the"new Venice" that weaves through"The Ash
es of Jefferson," as its sembfabfe
or in any case, its his
torical dcstinv."The Ashes of Jefferson" is the rhetorical
climax of Ta furi's writing on-America, and as the final
chapter of The Sphere and the Labyrinth, culminates the
avant-garde"adventures" whose history he traces in that
book. The essay is an attempt to resolve the dialectic he
had identified earlier between Washington D. C. and
New York:43 between the democratic idealism of Tho
mas Jefferson and Louis Kahn, on the one hand, and the
pragmatism of the New York skyscraper architects, on
the other. With references to Melville's Billy Budd and
Twain's Innocents, the architecture of the 1970s in New
York was now presented as a poker game in which"there
is no hope for architecture to influence structures or rela
tions of production. "44 Formalism was, once again, a fu
tile effort to counter architecture's destiny as a "negli
gible object," evidence of a Worringerian "fear in the face
of reality" ;45 to ward off such anguish, architecture in
dulged in "an exaltation of its own apartness. "46 Tafuri
now extended this judgment not only to the "Whites,"
but to the" Grays" and the"exiles" as well.4; The energies
condensed in New York were thus "emblems of a general
malaise" :48 "In the 'new Venice' - allegory of a general
human condition - it is necessary to wear a mask to 'save
one's soul. "'49
In light of this conclusion, it should not be surprising
that the thematics of distancing, alienation, withdrawal,
silence, and masquerade that figure so obsessively in Ta
furi's reading of the American skyscraper, and also mark
his interpretation of the compensatory evasions of the
New York avant-gardes, are the same as those that per
meate his work as a whole. Like his reding of the Europe
an tradition, Tafuri' s reading of American architecture is
driven by a teleological view of history as tragedy, by a
global theory of the fate of the modern metropolis. With
in this perspective, differences in context are variations
on the theme.
On the other hand, Tafuri's preoccupation with New
York must also be understood more specifically as an" in
clination toward the other," an attempt to breach the
oceanic" historic space" between Europe and America. 50

since its founding, it was ultimately validated as a neces
sary act of self-criticism and a sign of the new sensibility
emerging in architecture. A special issue of Oppositions
was given over to "Paris under the Academy: City and
Ideology." Edited by Vidler, it owed much to the latter's
reading of Tafuri.33 Vidler concluded his opening edi
torial in an unmistakably Tafurian vein, calling for "the
investigation of the recent past as an instrument for the
analysis and criticism of the present," citing the impor
tance of a new historical understanding for grasping"the
impossible contradictions of our own practice."
The publication in 1979 of translations of two more
books emanating from the Venice School, Tafuri and Dal
Co's Modern Architecture and a collaborative volume by
Ciucci, Dal Co, Mario Manieri Elia, and Tafuri, The
American City: from the Civil War to the New Deaf, fur
ther established the new critical historiography being
practiced in Italy and reflected back to the"new Venice"
an image of American architecture and urbanism that it
had not seen before.34 The lens, as already suggested, was
not without its distortions. Tafuri's research on the
American city dated back to 1969-70, when he and other
faculty members at the IUAV organized a series of cours
es dedicated to this subject. The project was conceived as
a counterpoint to the school's work on Soviet urbanism,
product of modernity's other great "world system," and
reflected the authors' judgment that a history of the
American city had not yet been written. Tafuri's lengthy
essay for the book, "The Disenchanted Mountain: The
Skyscraper and the City," was based, like the others in the
volume, on an impressive amount of philological re
search, but largely written from an armchair in Venice. In
fact, apart from sporadic visits, Tafuri was to have limited
firsthand experience of the United States over the years.35
This fact is not insignificant; and although we arc here
concerned primarily with Tafuri's reception in America
rather than his view of it, the two subjects are not un
related. It does not seem an accident that Tafuri' s charac
teristic thematics of distance so insistently color his view
of America.
Thus, in "The Disenchanted Mountain," Tafuri ap
proached the American skyscraper by comparing Eu
ropean and American conceptions of it. Contrasting the
respective submissions to the Chicago Tribune competi
tion, he observed that for the European entrants,"Amer
ica as seen from Europe appears far more a literary myth
than an objective reality."36 Yet his own analysis of the

-

negative course of capitalist development within the
American city was not immune to like preconceptions. In
richly metaphoric language, Tafuri portrayed the sky
scraper as an artificial and ultimately antiurban excres
cence attempting to dominate "the unnatural f orest of
the metropolis."37 The skyscraper reappears throughout
in Tafuri's writing as a desperate attempt to control the
city's anarchic forces of speculation and competition,
and thus an"entity that remains aloof from the city, "38 an
allegory of estrangement, an exceptional typology, a pure
sign. Its ultimate avatar is Mies van der Robe's Seagram
building. The latter's glacial "silence" became Tafuri's
quintessential symbol and symptom of architecture's

In his pursuit of an explosive confrontation between
myths and reality, words and things, the problem of"crit
ical distance" found a geographic materialization. His
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and diagnoses of their own futility. Poststructuralism,
pleasurably immersed in its "magic circle" of textuality,
gained currency in academia, and the intellectual axis
that had connected New York to Venice shifted to Paris.
Bernard Tschumi's invitation to Jacques Derrida to par
ticipate with Eisenman in his park of follies at La Villette
brought the French philosopher into the orbit of van
guard architecture, and Eisenman moved on to embrace
a new father figure as "Deconstructivism," a mongrel of
Derridean deconstruction and Russian constructivism,
filled the void left by the divagations of the New York
Five.56
Meanwhile, Tafuri too had moved on. The evolution
that had occurred in his work between 1968 and 1980 was
profound, and hardly unaffected by poststructuralism as
well as by his own intellectual crises. If Tafuri could still
adhere to a traditional Marxian definition when he wrote
in the Note to the second Italian edition of Theories and
History, "I use the term ideology specifically as the struc
ture of the false intellectual conscience [sic], "57 during
the next decade he would abandon that conception, writ
ing in the introduction to The Sphere and the Labyrinth,
"To define ideology tout court as the expression of a false
intellectual consciousness would be totally useless."58
Now, on the heels of Foucault, Althusser,· Lacan, and
Ernst Cassirer, he came to see ideology more as a form of
socially necessary symbolic representation - even if, as
such, it no less urgently required the critical historian's
demystification. But beyond his decision to focus more
on Renaissance studies than modern - a shift touted in
the architectural press as an abandonment - such signif
icant developments in his work, including a progressive
disenchantment with the American work that had in
trigued him earlier59, went largely unperceived by Amer
ican readers. This, as suggested, was in part because of
the way his books became available in English; through
out the 1980s, Architecture and Utopia continued to be his
best-known staternem.60
Ironically, in fact, completely unrelated to his own evo
lution and even in a way contradicting it, Tafuri's recep
tion in America underwent another kind of change in the
1980s. If in the 1970s the reading of his work was bound
up with his critique of modernism and the renewal of in
terest in history and theory, in the following decade it
would be more connected with his implicit critique of
postmodernism and his methodology of ideological crit
icism. This rereading was spurred by a symposium held in
1982 under the auspices of the IAUS by a group of
"younger" architects and critics called Revisions.61 The
symposium and the resulting publication were the culmi
nation of the group's year-long study of the relationship
between architecture and ideology.62
Once again, Tafuri - his writings - served as critical
interlocutor for American architecture's evasion of trou
bling social and economic realities. Among the invited
speakers at the symposium was the American literary crit
ic and theorist Fredric Jameson, who presented a paper
entitled "Architecture and the Critique of Ideology."63
Here, in an acute analysis of what he termed "dialectical
historiography," Jameson pointed out similarities be-

theory of the New York avant-garde was an attempt to
comprehend the convergence of parallel lines. Indeed, at
no other time did New York architecture seem so sus
pended between Europe and the rest of America: from an
American perspective, the New York architects ap
peared snobbishly oriented toward Europe, from a Eu
ropean perspective they appeared to have strayed from
their own culture. The position, as Tafuri sensed, was
profoundly ambiguous.51
Connections between the new and the old Venice
strengthened as the polemical differences represented by
"Venice" and "Rome" sharpened. The latter, which can
roughly be correlated to the differences between, in Italy,
Tafuri's position and Portoghesi's, came to the fore in
1977-78 \Vith the exhibition Roma interrotta, which pro
posed modifications to the fabric of Rome according to a
map made in 1748 by Nolli - a map that the Venturis had
"adapted" six years earlier to Las Vegas parking lots and brought together the prime international exponents
of the neohistoricist tendency.52 In response, in summer
of 1978, the IUAV invited New York architects Eisen
man, Hejduk, and Raimund Abraham (all associated
with Cooper Union School of Architecture) back to Ven
ice to take part in a seminar and exhibition dedicated to
elaborating a series of proposals for the Cannaregio area
of that city.53 It is noteworthy that of the Europeans in
volved in these events, only Rossi took part in both. Ei
senman, working for several weeks in Venice, 54 produced
a project that would be pivotal in his development. Pay
ing a heretical homage to Le Corbusier's unbuilt project
for the Venice hospital on the adjacent site, his scheme
advanced an iconoclastic urbanism which he defined
specifically by what it was not: it was not positivistic in the
Corbusian sense; it was not" mimetic," "narrative," "Eu
clidean," or "vertebrate." Nor was it, in this city of pree
sistenze ambientali, "contextual." Ever in search of a nov
el methodology - Eisenman's references were now to
topological sheets and Calvino's Invisible Cities
the
"wicked architect" here laid the groundwork f or much of
what was to come in his work: the L-fragments of House
lla, the Fin d'Ou T Hou S, Guardiola; the site excava
tions and virtual projections of Berlin and \':V' exner, and
so on. Radically - dialectically - antihistorical, Eisen
man's work staked its place in the genealogy of architec
tural avant-gardism "from Piranesi to the 1970s."
For Hejduk, too, the extended encounter with Venice
was consequential, and the 13 Watchtowers of Cannare
gio produced for the exhibition (in his case &om New
York) marked his full evolution from the elementarist wit
of his earlier houses to a narrative and autobiographical
mood close to Rossi. In a text for the catalogue he com
mented on Venice's impact on his work, stating,"in these
past four years my architecture has moved from the 'Ar
chitecture of Optimism' to \vhat I call the 'Architecture
,
of Pessimism.' ,;; But if Tafuri' s shadow loomed large f or
American architects still emerging in the mid-1970s from
the formalist basis of late modern architecture, by the
1980s, as neoconservative ideology took hold and the
economy expanded, American architects with work on
their drafting tables had less use for melancholy poetics
-
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tween Tafuri's critique of ideology, Adorno's Philosophy
of Modern Music, and Barthes's Writing Degree Zero,

..

led " Critical History and the Labors of Sisyphus. " Here I
attempted to reconcile Tafuri's view of the relationship
between architectural criticism and practice in light of
the apparent contradictions between the (psycho) analyt
ical method of history outlined in " The Historical 'Pro
ject ' " and the more " militant" assault on ideology in his
earlier writings. After receiving a copy of the book, Tafuri
sent me the following letter:

equating the three in intellectual intensity as well as im
placability. He also attempted, from his own Marxist
vantage point, to overcome what he saw as the political
impasse of Tafuri 's work, " scandalously" suggesting that
its pessimism was determined by the same problematic
that gave rise to its opposite, the affirmative and cele
bratory postmodernism of Venturi. He concluded by
postulating (in very vague terms) a Gramscian " alterna
tive. " Three years laterJameson would return to Tafuri in
another influential paper, " The Politics o f Theory: Ide
ological Positions in the Postmodern Debate. '·' 64 There
he situated Tafuri as both an " antimodernist " and an " an
tipostmodernist" with respect to several other current
positions.65 Tafuri would no doubt have been hostile to
Jameson's highly oversimplified schema, inasmuch as he
not only refused all facile attributions with respect to his
own cultural affiliations, but rejected conventionalizing
historical categories and nominations. Nonetheless, J a
meson's formulation had the effect, along with his previ
ous essay, of establishing the polemical import ofTafuri's
thought within the American debate on postmodernism .
It also served to bring it for the first time out of the spe
cialized area of architecture into the arena of general cul
tural and historical studies.
For better or worse, such has been the theoretical
framework for Tafuri's reception within American aca
demic and cultural discourse since the mid-1980s.66 In
the 1990s, as the pastiche phase of postmodernism re
cedes and as poststructuralism shifts from being the latest
intellectual fashion to a working theory inflected by other
theoretical inputs (for example, post-Frankfurt School
interpretations, psychoanalysis, feminism ) , Tafuri con
tinues to be read in America with much seriousness - if
at times tendentiously or idiosyncratically - by a new
generation of critics, historians, and students. Now that
translations of Tafuri's writings on the Renaissance and
of books by his close associates are becoming available,
and with new critical exegeses, American readers may
better understand the scope and context of his thought. 6;
It only seems fitting to conclude - as a message in a
bottle to all " interpreters " and in view of past and future
readings, misreadings, and swerves - by appending
some comments on the subject of Tafuri's reception in
America by Tafuri himself. The Revisions publication
had included a first English translation of Tafuri' s essay
" U . S . S .R. - Berlin: From Populism to 'Constructivist In
ternational,"' and following it, my own postscript entit-

1 The Sphere and the I-t1byrinth
.
(Cambridge: NIIT Press . 1987), p.
2 9 1 ; orig. in French in L 'Architeaure
d'A1uourd'hui. August·September
1976.

' Aus den Gesd11ge11 iiber die
Grossst,Mte, in Bertoli Brt'Cht Poems,

ed. and trans. John \Xl illctt and
Ralph Manheim (London: Methuen,
1976), p. 156.
' The program, pole m ic s, and

personalities at the !AUS and on the

"! have received Architecture Criticism Ideology cmd 1 thank you sin
cerely.
I have readyour essay attentivelv, and contrary to my rnstom, I would like
to make some observations. Contrary to my custom: in fact, like Benja
min, 1 thin.le it is better - to esch ew gossip - not to consider m1jw1der
standi11,�s: one who writes ru11s the nj·k ofdistortion, given that he is him
self an interp reter of himself However 1 have the impressio11 that you
have /ahricated a Tafuri who is a little too different from the one that 1
know. First ofall: 1 do 1101 believe that ideology is an enemy. That which
we call ideology we might call - it would be better - representation,
and since humanity cannot do without representations - the 'symbolic
forms' o/Cassirer - thus, i11 order not to bear this burden 1111consc1(J u.dy,
the need for 'analysts. '
The historz<m is only an analvst. I do not believe that he has a privileged
status, nor does he lead armies, nor do battle with castles in the air. The
obsession that is attributed to me to conquer through history what the ar
chitect may not confront appears to me a 111Lri11terp retatio11 owed to
'Amerirnn' culturalp refudices. I do not intend. in fact. by the term 'politi
cal' a partisan engageme11/ or direct interve11tio11. It is, however, typical
for every historian to knoic /h({t every discip line acts on its own, within
the ever more intricate m icrophysics ofpower. And ifarchitecture has its
powers, ht!-tory h({s others. Moreover my crit1c1j·m 1:1· directed not at archi
tecture iii itse�( but at its overstep pin gs ofmeaning, its attempts to exceed
limits. To know limits is ({/ready a good deal, and h1j·tory can contribute to
that. !ls you see, 'revol11tio11' 1s nnt amo11g my thoughts.
Et)'mo!ogica!/y, revolution (revo lut io) signifies 'return, ' and is related to
the pe;fection olthe origin. from Hegel on, such revolutio n is 11nderstood
as impossible: once it has com pleted its cycle, the Spirit is condemned to
repeat: 1s condemned to the i11termptio11 o/t raditio and to the always-the
same of the '11ew_ ' Th1:r is what repeats itself the new, which claims to be
absolute ( = ab-solutus, absolved from).
Co11seq11e11tly, my criticism has navigated/or rna11y years now 011 the long
waves ofhisto1y. What is certain is that ill11sions ofearthly palinge11es1s or
epiphanies - revolutions - have 1ilwc1ys been exlraneuos to mv point of
view. 1 do not believe that this 15 pessimism or nihilism. Otherwise, I
would not believe in an activity that constcmtly modifies the give11 coor
dinates without permitting, at the same time, the directio11 ofone's own
actions. (Thus my critique of the 'project'.1)
1 realize th({/ 1 am 1101 easy to schematize, h111 i/Jlmerican culture wants to
1111derstand me, why not make an effort to abandon /C1ci!e typ ologies
(i\!larxism, negative thought, etc.) -,, Another thin,� that strikes me is that
those who write about me in the USA. never put things into their histor
ical context: 1973 is not 1980, 1!· not 1985 . .
I hope that these coil/used cla rifications of mine do 1101 offend you. they
are written only to demonstrate how distant the perso1111ge that you have
constructed 1j· /rom the one who lives. d111nges every day, and works as a
hiftorian by pro/essio11 (not a historia n ofarchitecture, but also a histo ri
an of architecture) .
"68
Thank you again, a11d c1 warm greeting.

Emilio Ambasz, to rhe catalogue of
which Tafuri contributed an article.
" Design and Capitalist Utopia . "
' In Apri l 1974 as part of a lecture
series entitled " Practice, Theo ry and
Politics in Architecture." The

American scene were well publicized
i n r rn li a n "nd international
magazines in t he earl y 1970s. Note in
particular the douhle issue of

Casabella, no. 3 59·60 ( 1971 ) , on
which the !AUS collaborated, "The
City as an Artifact . " Instru mental in

invitation to Pr i nc eto n came from
Diana Agrcst, who was at the t im e
on the P rinceton faculty as well a a
fellow of the !AUS. Ag�est was
apparently one of the first architects
in rhe oitcd States to become

bringi ng an aspect of the Italian
context ro A_merican auention was a
major exhibition at the Museum of
Modern Art in 1972, ftalv: The New
Domestic L111dscapc, cur;ted by

67

aware of Tafuri's work, having come
across his Theories c111d Historv of
Architecture in Italian, and sh� \\;as
responsible for introd ucin g him to
those in t he !AUS circle, includi n g
Mario Gandelsonas, Anthony Vidler,
and iscnman, during the se� sion at
Pri nce t o n. This wa" Tafuri's second
trip to America. and Agrest recalls
t hat as a member of the Communist
Party he was granted onlr a three·
day \'isa. On the: third day he vi-ired

Ockman
the !AUS and took p a rt in an

editorial meeting of Oppositions. and
Agrcst took him to Rockefeller

77, as well as the in troduction co The

A rchitt'cts:

,\ohere and the Labyrinth. p . 16.

Gwathmey, He;duk,

i;

f'rampton. in his fideli t y

'° See, in partirnlar. Jorge Si ll" etti ' s

Els <'ltma11, Graves,
Meier ( lew

" Be,1uty o f Shadows" i n Oppositions

York: Wittenborn. 1972 1. p. 6.

to the

" u nfini shed project'' of modernism,

9 { summer 1977 ) , pp. -13-61, which

" Cf. Serge G uil h aut ,

Princet on lecture .

he was influenced by boch Frankfurt

1-iow New
lodem Art:
A bstract Expressio111sm, Freedom,
and the Cold \Vm· ! C hicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1983 I .
" John Hejduk prom ised a s p agh ett i

trans. Vi ct o r Caliandro. Oppositio11s

insight into the di fferences between

is 'most curiou s' : his

Center and ocher sites i n 1\lanhattan.
See a forthco ming publication by
Princeton A.rchirectural Press, edited

b}· i\grest. containing a record of the
discussion chac followed Tafu ri '>

' " L 'Architect u re dan s le Bou do ir, "
3 (i\·lay 1974i , p. 53

6 Ibid. Foucault's influcn c<: on this

cssa\' of Tafuri ' s is crucial. On Sade,

see especially "A P re face to

would ultimately reject the

ietzschean negativity of che Venice

School for a more l labennasian

concept of resistance, yet like Tafuri
School thought and Heidegger. for

contai nment " or " mo ;ali l\' of
.
restraint''; chis i s a n exam pie of th e

mistran�lation pervasive in Tafuri's

writings i n

E ng lish I see helo\\' I .
' Ibid., p . 55.

• Ibid.

1
0 Ard11/ecture and Utopia: Design
mu/ C"pitalist Dei•elopme/11. trans.

Barbara Luieia La Penta
!Cambridge: J\l!T Press, 1976;

It a lian ed . . 1973 ) ; Theories and
H1sto1J· o/ Architect11re, trans.
Giorgio Verrecchi,1 from the 1976
Ital ian ed. {New York: Harper &

Row. 1979, and London: Granada.
1980; orig. Italian ed . . 1968 ) ; The

Sphere

<111d the Labyrinth: Awn!·

Gurdes and Architecture from
Pira 11esi to the 197Us. tran>.

Pellegrino d'Acicrno and Robert

Connolly {Cambridge: .\.UT Press,
1987; l cali an ed , 1980).

" L'J\rchitecture dans le Boudoir"

became ch a pt e r 8 of The Sphere and
the La/n•ri111h .
11

I n c l ud i n g a p ro po s al with M ichael

Graves for redeve lopment of the
wacerfronc on the west side of

Manhatt a n above 125th Street. See

City: Architecture and
rhan genewal. e,h ibition car nl ogue
! New York: The M useu m of

The New

1\ lodern Arc, 1967 ) , pp. 36-41.

u The source of the term "cardboard

architecture" was F ra nk L loyd
Wrip.ht, who th u s attacked the
abstract and mechanistic qualities of
European modern

architecture in the

name of his more "a uthenci ca111''.
'
Ameri can organic architecture.
" Bloom · s hook The 1lnxietr o(
fn/lue11ce was publ ished in i 9 i3 ;

A ,\fop

of ,v/isreadi11g would

in 1975.
" Bloom, The 1\11xiety

appear

of lnjluence

! New York: Oxford Univ. Press.
1973 ) , p.

5. Bloom's th eon· of

thus characterizes art's obliqu�ness

See Tafuri. "The Uncertainties of
formali sm : Viktor

$ id ov sk i j and the

Den u di ng of Arc , " in On the
Methodology

o/Arrhilectur.il I-f o·toiJ,

ed. Demetri Porphyrios I London:

Archirectural D esi g n . 198 1 ) , pp. 73.

di Venezia, 1978), pp. 17-1-82. To
Van El'ck's declaration that
.

·· Hu m a ni sm has hardly begu n . ''
Tafuri responded, " The path of

problem behind ic. The work of

t h e 1976 Bienn al e included Raimund

Diana Agrest, \\·as more concerned

Eisenman and Hejduk was much

dism iss the latter's reading of

quality of a work co d ea l with the

Design. 1982). pp. 57-58.

messages, which is t he di scourse of

179!. The

A merican s participating i n

Abraham. E milio Ambasz, Peter
Eisenman. John Hejduk, Crai g

with tht: relations between design

more interesting ten years ago than it

the Italian historian especially by

p roble�1 of Am e ri can s looking to

Moore, Cesar Pelli. Robert A. J\l .

cimd Althus>erian polic i ca l
philosophy; the resemblances
between Alchusser's notion of
phi los opl11" as " class struggle in ch<:
realm of theory" (see For Marx LNew
York: Vi nta ge , 1970]. p. 256) and
Tafuri ' s position thac there could he
no liberat e d architecture. onll' " class
criticism of architecture"
.
l!lrchitecture and Utopia, p. 1 7 9 ) .
hear compari s on . I n t h e case o f
Vidler. also from England and a
historian , Foucault was chc cru cial
point of contact. A fourth editor.
Kurt Forster. a S\\'iss art and
architeccurnl historian, entered che
Oppositions board with issue 12.
A l thou gh noc involved w ith the
journal during ics fo rm a t ive period.
he shared Tafuri's affinit\· for both
Renaissa nce nnJ modern� sru<lies,
and later on would collabora te wich
h i m in <ln ex h ib i t ion on Fran cesco d i
Giorgio.
6
1
Le([cr from Tom Ki llian ,

at was a n 'America ni:zcJ' Europe -

Venturi/Rauch/ cott Brown. with

and theo ry . I le and

is co da\· because it showed a curious

A grcst came to

Europe, and \\'hac they chose to look

wa,· of French semiology and (at chis

U>ing the theoretical precepts of

JJ

succeeded in emptYing their historic
.,
sou rces of the human subject.
1\fa n fredo Tafuri, " There Is No

Criticism, Only l li sto ry. ''
Book

DeSJgn
Reuieu: 9 ( spring 1986), p. 10.

'" Oppositirm.r 11 {winter 1977 ) . pp.

l 18-23. The book was published by

Edi tions S.A.D.G. !Paris) in 1976.

Bois too complains about translation
and edit i ng errors in che French.

" Ma nfrcdo Tafuri and Francesco
Dal Co. Modem ll rchitecture, t ntns.

\�\/olf {New Yurk:
N. Abrams, 1979: Ital i an ed ..

Robert Erich
Harry

1976); C 1 cciari " review" in

Oppo.<itfrms 2 1 ( summer 1980).
pp. 106-16. For a more negative

assessment of Tafuri and Dal Co's

for Tafuri' s a lt it ude. see Histon of

Italian 1 lrchitecture, 1944-1985, .
chapter 1-1.

" r\s V idler wrote in his opening
editorial, " The recent exhibition at

the ',,Iuseum of 1\:I odern Art h,is
been heralded as an i n d ic a tion that
[the

moc.lernist] sen si bi l i t ,· is

cha nging . 'Post-moderni;m, · ic is

claimed, allows an appreciat ion , if

not an en th usi a st i c espousal, of
o rnament . parrern, colors other th<tn
primaries, symmetry , monumen ra1
fantasy, even of the pure techn ique

of renderi ng for its own sake; wi t h

real ms of

e'perience up to now

forhidd�n by the stern purism of

modernism are opened up. \Xie are

Curtis's own histon· of mod�rn

also shown evidence that a ne\\·

/lrchitec/uml Historiam, summe r

exam ine dispassionately the evidence

architecture, ]011n11;{ ol the 'ociety of
1983. I wish to than k Helene

of this

resistance to this te r m , that it w1.1s
considered to be American in origin.

abstraction. and the machine utop ia ,

i\.loos 's comments in reviewi ng

Lipstadt for dr aw ing my attention to

book is Joseph Ryk\\ ' ert, "The

significant, with respect to che

in the .foumal of the Society of

and .. responding to it1 St ani slau s von

editing and typographic errors. A

Derrid a ; Lacan and Ba rt hes did not

lil"e long enough to decide. lt is

che critique of fu nctionalism. pure

Architectuml l-ii'itOrittm, .\lay 1981.

although this hook too is marred by

The term postmodern was also

reject ed b\' Foucault, Gumcari, and

historl'. see William Curtis's review
.

been done wi th grcacesc

not very sympathetic rev iew

projects.

.

c h an the more characteristic
American pragmatism ) , they

understanding and a poeti c ear.

Stern, Scan lcy Tigerman. anc.I

architecture without human hisco•Y.
Chomsky and Levi-Strauss ( rnther

" Of all the cnrnsla c i ons , Pelleg ri no
cl' Acierno and Robert C on n o lk ' s o[
fhe Sphere a11d the L"hyrinth has

Hodgetts, Richard Meier. Charles

Eisenman coordinating rhe American

Eisenman·s Tcrrapni is an

Oppositions � ( fall 1 9 7 � ) . p. 162.

generation of scholars is able co
of the previous cenruc�· and to w ri te
its history for chc first time without

J\lasochistic Environment , " Times

this exchange.

LiterillJ Supplement, March 10- 16,

is

T,1furi's essay for that book is

emerged in fact as the Museum of

it

was written in

exorcisin g in 1977 [sic] the Modern

1989.

pp. 2.58- 5 9 .

titled " The M :dicac i ons of Icarus'' ;

" This was reworked under the t itle

" Les bijoux indiscn.:ts" as the

1977 1.
9

Oppositions 5 . p . 37.

The Sphere
33.

of B reton as " the

old mole,·· dirty from digging in his
hole and basely corporeal. bm

.
possessed of an " I carus complex ,

architecture an ideological dress,

thot makes h i m want to

those who have the courage to speak

'the words make love' in ecstati c

fl,· to an

;

" un s ullied and pristine" l nd " \\'here

of thac silent and outdated " p u rity " :

moments far from the physicality of

even if t h i s, too. s t i l l harbors an

the rea l . "

ideological inspirntion, pathetic in its

"' The

U S closed before this

project could be completed. and it

anachronism" Ip. i , ) .

" Colin Rc)we, I nt ro d uct i on , five

was picked up by 1\.IlT Press.

69

1\.lovemcnt prin ciples it had so

accept the ideological rupture

characterization

l shall always prefer the sincerity o[

A rt auto- critical act.

Eisenman a s Icarus. cf.

where Ta fu ri cites !3ataillc· s

deceptive att t:: m p ts to give

Modern·,

hea rti h- embraced in 1932 . . . . It

and the Labw·inth. p. 360, n.

Sphere and the Labyrinth, p. 297.

bias or second sight . The exhibition

York: Q,ford Univ: Press. 1987 ) .

p p . 167-87. \'\lith reference t o

Fwe 1\ 1"Chitects 1 Ro m a : Offici na ,
1

1980. See Peter

Eisenman, !louses of Cards I New

i n t roduction w the Italian edition of

" CL Tafuri's statement in
11rchitecture ,111d Utopia : "To the

or surreality with respect co reality

urha11e, alternative s11b11rha11e. ed.

Gandelsonas, together with his wi fe

"knight's move" to which Tafuri
cakes the latter from Shklovsh. \\'ho

" Europa/Ameria;: A rchitet111re

humanis m . does noc exist and
henceforth i s completeh· closed" ! p .

'° " The Ashes of Jefferson." i n The

makes repeated reference: Tafuri

and Rem Koolhaas at the !AUS in

the mid-1970s m a\' be noted.

abandon his p rejudi ces about the

swerving, which is i nterte; tual.. must

also be distinguish<e<I from t he

" Tafuri's enthusiasm for Einsenman

Europeans like Bernard Tschumi

Terragn i : "The hi s toria n has to

Frampton !London: Architectural

38. " i\l orale dcl contegno'' should

1976 ) ,

Franco Raggi (Venice: La Biennale

aucononw. The presence of yo ung

language as com m u n i ca ti o n of

ed. Donald

he translated " moral it \· of

7 ( winter

c a kes issue with Tafuri's critique of

would later diminish, and he would

the Ci:itical Pre.rent. ed. Kenneth

p.

p . 97.

<l review b,· Tafuri of Frampt � n's

Langu�ge, Counter-Memorv, Practice,

" L 'Architeccure dans le Boudoir."

date.•· Oppmi/ions

see " A rch itecrn re and 'Povertv.'"

1\Jlodem A rchitecture: !l Critical
Histon·, in Moc/em Architecture and

7

'li terature' I

will take care of p rope r l y •It a future

f'rampto n ' s :ind Ta furi ' s approach to

Transgression•· and " Language to

Cornell Univ. Press. 1977).

western sho\\'down: "lafuri's article

the h isto ry or mode rn architecture,

ln(init,·," in Michel Foucault.

F. Boucha rd ! Ithaca,

Yor.k Stole the Idea o(•

becon;es in creasingly clear that to

proposed by m odern i sm itself as the

inst rument of its own in terpret at ion
is to deliheraceh- obscu re che

circumstances of its origins and the
nature of its p rod uc ti o n .

.

··

Anrhom· Vidler, " Ac adem i ci s m :
Moder�ism," Oppositions 8 !spring
1977). p. 2.

H

lvlodcm !lrchitect11re, cit. note 27;
Francesco Dal Co,

Giorgio Ciucci.

Mario Manieri Elia. and Manfredo

The Amcric,111 Cit •: From the
the J ew De�/. trans.
Barbara Luigia La Penta

Tafuri,

Cwil

\Vin · to

Ockman
!Cam bridge: MIT Press. 1979;
I tal i an ed. : 1 9 7 3 ) .
" Tafuri's i n i t i a l t r i p t o America wns
appare n t k in 1970 when, after a

together with Gio �gio Ciucci and

Ibid . , p . 300.
" lhid . . p. 2 9 7.
" I b i d . , p. 2 99 .
'0 I am raking these phrases out of
context, although not i n a larger
sense. See "The Historical ' Projec t. '"
The :,)here and the L,i/,yrinth, p. 12.
1
5 For a contemporary interview with
Peter Eisenman that revolves around

collective

Lauretta Vinciare.lli. "Enrretien avec

written correspondence with Rudolf
\Xfittkower, the latter " summoned"
him to \'(/ashingcon to meet him.

Tafuri found a wav co come,

Mario J\ilanieri Elia. by obtaining a

vi sa tO lead a group of

IUA V students on a tour. Besides
the New York trip in 1974 ( see note

4).

subse4uent visits included

lectures at ,'vl!T i n 1976 and Harva rd

in 1986. Tafuri's final American
engagement came i n 199 1 , when,
desperately ill. he travcle<l to Texas
for a heart oreration; it is perhas a
Benjaminian irony that the magic of
the American surgeon lastc<l o n ly a
few years. On t he cncoumer with
Wit tkower, see La Stona come
Proge//o ("History as Pro;ed'J:
Man/redo Tafuri Interviewed by
Luisa Passerini, Art Historv Oral
Documentation Project, c�pyright
1993. Gem· Center for the Hisron·
,
of Art a nci ' the Humanities, p. 9 1 .
'" The J\meriet111 City, p. 4 1 1 .
n Ibid., p . 500: " It was not without
reason that the <lircctors of the film
King Kong killed their ape on the
top of The Empire State building:
technological civilization conquers
the irrational sentimenraliry of the
' noble savage."'
" Ibid., p. 389.
"' Sec Architecture and Utop1(1, p.
148; also i'vlodern Architecture, pp.

Peter

mythos of America. CL another

essay by

Tafuri

o n the American

s kyscraper, " La dialectique de
l'absurde. Europe-USA: !es avatars

de l' icleologie Ju oratte-ciel ( 19181974)," L 'A rchitecture d '1lujo1ml'hui

1 7 8 ( 1975 ) , pp. 1 - 19 .
" " The N e w Babl'lo n . " The Sp here
and the l.ahyrinth, p . 172.
" il l'l'bitectu ·e c111tl Utopia, pp. 2440 .

" " The

Ashes of J efferson, " The

Sphere a11d the l;;hrnnth, p. 2 9 3 .
" Ibid., pp. 29 4 . 301.
'" Ibid . . p. 292.

Srern. the 'jokes' of Koolhaas, do
rhey not actual[,. represent broad

trends that wind t h rough the

panorama of the architectural work

of the last decade; The

'wall'

exorcised by Hejduk i n the \X;all

Ho u ses is doubly symbolic: upon it
is reflected the phantasm of the
unquiet silence of iV]ics.''

the group's

eminence grise.
Eisenman w as initialh- in�trumenrnl
i n get t i ng rhis group ; ogether to put
on public programs for young
architects at the IAUS, but i t evolve<l
into an independent srndy group and

; , W i t h a team inclLt<ling David

Buege, John Nambu, and the present

author.

" 10 1111111agi11i per

\lene�1(1,

p.

continued to m eet in thi s capacity,

67 ;

with changes in membershi p .

in English in John Hcjduk, ,VJr1sk of

Medusa rNe"' York: Rizzoli, 19851,
p. 355.
'" The I A U S . overcome precisely b y
" i mpossible contra<lictions." \\'Ould
shut its doors on 40th Street in 1984:
Oppositions stoppe<l publishing the
same \'CaL
" " N � te to the second edit ion" .
written i n 1 9 7 0 . Theories <.1nd
Nistor.v. p. [ x iv ] . Oh \' iousl y
" conscience" should be
" consciousness" - another

through 1988.
See Architecture/Criticism/
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ldeolog_v. ed. Joan Ockman er al.
(Princeton: Princeton Architectural
P res s , 1 98 5 ) . In an inrro<luction to
the symrosiu m , :Viar\' McLeod
stared . "\YJe first became i n \'olvcd
with this suhj�ct as an issue of
investigation i n 198 1 , a year before
this sympos i u m . The dilemma was
postmodernism. A t that time
posrmodernism generally was no r
viewe<l among architects as a b road
critical or historical category, bur
rather as a polemical movement with
st yl i sti c and social implications . .
l\\'hich] appeared to relate in some
fashion to the conservative wrn of
contemporary American politics . . .
we felt the need to examine more
seriously the relationship between
culture and material conditions - i n
p art i cul a r , the nature o[ archirecrure
as ideology" ( pp . 7 - 8 1 .
6 3 Besides Jameson. t h e symposium
speakers inclu<led Demetri
Porphyrios, a Greek architect
practicing and teaching in England,
who presented a prog ra mm ati c
definition o[ critical hisron· in
Tafurian and A!thusserian rerms,
and Tomas Llorens, a Spanish
aesthetic philosopher also working in
England at the time. Llorens had
pre,·iously written a neo-Kanrian
criti4ue of Tafuri's rosition,
":V!anfre<lo Tafuri: Neo-Avant
Garde and History. .. included by
Porphvrios i n the vo l urn� 011 ihe
Methodology of !lrchitcc/11ral Hi<tnry
( ci r . note 1 4 1 . in which he attacked
Tafuri for solipsistic n ega t ivism .
M New German Crit iq u e 33 ( fall
1984 ) . p p . 5 3 -65 . Republished, along
with " A rchitecture and the Critique
of Ideology , '' i n Fredric Jameson.
Tbe ideologies of Tbeon· 1971-1986,
vol. 2, Sy111ax of /--li1tory
i:Vlinneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota
Press. 1988).
65 The other positions, which
Jameson further distinguished by
assigning them progressive and
reactionary ntlenc(,;"s, \\'ere Jean
Fran�ois Lyc> tard l p romodernist,
proposrmoderni sr ), Charles Jenck s

unfortunate

image of alternative circuits on the

order

in

of film

A me ri c a

.

intuite<l was

cl u b s . And this, in anv
.'

What these gentlemen
thar they could use

Europe as a reference point, as an

exrlosive element within the i n terior
of American culture. So these

architecrs' elaboration of what

merely amounts to so many modes of
European dress \\'as necessarily

limited to a chosen few; it was a

program tho ug h t out in advance for
a specific elite. This reminds me of

eighteenth-century 'Turkish'
literature.. like

L 'ftalia11a in !l lgeri..

<loubt this is partly owing

ingenuous aphorisms of Robert

Berna r<l Tschumi, and Lauretta

V i n c i a rel l i , with Alan Colquhoun as

" See the carnk>gue, 10 l111111t1gini per
\le11ez1a. ed. Francesco Dal Co
! Ro m e: Offi c i n a . 1 98 0 1 .

rhe constructivism of Giurgola. the

cruelty of Agrest and Gandelsonas,

Plattus, Michael Sch\\'arting,

Colin Rowe. Robert Venturi.

the rigorism of Meier. the linguistic

Eisenman. rhc polysemia of Graves.

Mary McLeod, Joan Ockman. Alan

Hudson: 1''1ichael Graves,

all 0f that taste for the exoric rhar
"·as so fashionable i n eighteenth
century salons" (p. 7 0 1 .
'"' To <late 1\i·chitccture a11d Utopic1,
having sol<l more t ha n 2 1 ,000 copies
since 1976, h<tS continued t o ou t st rip

" " The formal terrorism of

Michel K agan, Beyhan Karahan,

o rhe r

case, is perhaps the on[,· poss i b i l it ,

articles treating the European

1986] ) . A translation of Tafuri's
R1ccrca de! Rinascimenlo, published
i n Italy in 1 9 92 , is du e from Yale
Universit\' P ress i n 1995.
6
1
The m�mhcrs of Revisions at rhis
rime included Deborah Berke,
\'\/alter Chatham, Pe'era Goldman,
Denis Hccror. Christian Hubert.

1977 ) . pp. 66-76.
" Significantly, with the except i o n of
Romaldo Giurgola. the Americans in

side of the

all

T,1furi's books i n English, No

to its

breviry. as well as to the drawing by

Rossi,

"

MlT

Press. 1989 [Italian eds . , 1982,

Mouve111e11t Co11ti11uitrf 41 (March

18-20) that also i n clud c<l other

I r appeared there i n a special three
part series on the met rop ol is I nos.

Jessica Levine ! Cambridge:

"

Oppositions 3 . p . 45; also Modem
Arcb iteclure, p. 3 3 9 .
'1 Originally p ublish ed in Germ,111 i n
1 9 7 6 a s " 'Neu-Babl'lo n ' : das New
York der Zwanzig� rjahre und die
Suchc nach <lem Amerikanismus," in
archithese. no. 20 ( 1976 1 . pp. 12-2-1.

'" " L 'Architecture dans le Boudoir."

L!ralian ed . . 1985 ] ) . and Histon• of
/1aili111 A ffhitecture 1 944-1 985, t r�ns .

Ei sen m an , J\i\!IC: J\rchitect1m:

the exhibition came from the

trans. Jessica Levine

(Cambridge: MIT Press. 1989

this issue, see Alessandra Lacour and

exa m p le of
mistranslation.
" The Sphere '1nd the Lt1byrinth.
p . 16.
;• See, i n addition to Tafuri's
comments cited i n note 25, his
remarks in a more rt::c ent interview
f f/ash Art lntel'l111tio1111l, March-April
1 989) : " W'hen I r n l k about the work
of 'The Five Architects,' I h a ve an

340-41.

Rent1issai1ce.

L architecture assassinee, ''
'

rep ro du ced on the jacket (Rossi
inscribed this drawing, not

unambiguously, to T ;htri ) . The

Sphl'l·e and tbe Laf;rynnth has sold
about 5 ,5 0 0 copies since publication
i n 1987. Besides the other books b\'
Tafuri alrea<ly cited. two more titl�s
n ow exist i n E ng l i sh: Venice and the
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and Tom Wolfe (amimodernist.

propost modernist), and Hilton

Kramer and J cirgen Habermas

( promo<lernist, antipostmodernist).

It is worth noting that Tafuri himself
reserved a relatively pos i t i ,·e

judgment for Lyorard's concept of
t he posrmodern.

fttl!1a11

See Hi>IOl'Y of

!lrchitccture, p . 191, and a

conrriburion by Lyotard to

Casabellt;, 5 1 7 . Octuber 1985, pp. 44-15, cired b\' Tafuri, " Ripetizione,
complessita, anamnesi_ ''
66
Fo.r an interpretation along
Jameson's lines, see. for example,
! la! Fosrer, " ( Post I Modern
Polemics, New Ger111a11 . ritique 3 3
( fall 1984) a n d Penpectt1 2 1 ( 1 984).
Tafuri's impact within the expanding
field of cultural studies is reflected in
Paul )a\·, " C ri t ic al Historicism and
rhe D i s�i pl in e o f Architecture," in
gestmcltmng A rchitec/Jm1I Theory,
ed. J\'1a rco Diani and Carherine
Ingraham ! Ev an s t on : Northwestern
Univ. Press, 1989 1 . A second volume
produced by rhe Revisions group,
A rchitcctul<epmductio11 ! New York:
Princeton AJ"Chitcctural Press, 1988 ) ,
guest c<lirc<l by Beatriz Colomina,
varioush- ad<lresses the issue of

rep rodt;ct ion i n architecture, with

general referencing ro Tafuri .

1 have
no t attempted in the p resent paper
to a<l<lress Tafuri ' s influence on
Renaissance studie:-.; in America,
which invohies different context.
1'' For tra nslat i o n s of the Renaissance
writings, sec note 60. Publishc<l in
1993 was Massimo Cacciari's
Architecture and Nihilism: 011 the
Philosophy of Modem !l l'Chitecture,
trans. Stephen Sartarelli ( New
Haven: Yale Univ. Press) , wirb an
introducrory essay by Patrizia

Lombardo, "The Philosophy of the
City.'' pp. i x - l viii , which sheds light
on the imellecrual relationship

bet\\·een Tafuri and Cacciari. For an

exhaustive interpretation of an

aspect of Tafuri's work. see Helene
Lipstadt and 1-lan,ey Mendelso h n ,

" Philosophy, History, a n d

Autob iography: Man fredo Tafuri

and the 'Unsurpassed' Lesson of Le

Corbusier."

Asscmbla�e 22

!December 1993 1 , p p . 5 8 - 1 0 3 .

abridged i n a n e w ,·ersion i n the
present publication.
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Let ter dated April 29,

I wish to

1985.

thank Marl' McLeod

and Picn·<'-Alain Cr�set /or their
comments on this paper.

